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trojan war legendary conflict between the early greeks and the people of troy in western
anatolia dated by later greek authors to the 12th or 13th century bce the war stirred the
imagination of ancient greeks more than any other event in their history and was celebrated in
the iliad and the odyssey of homer the trojan war was a legendary conflict in greek mythology
that took place around the 12th or 13th century bce the war was waged by the achaeans against
the city of troy after paris of troy took helen from her husband menelaus king of sparta the
story of the trojan war the bronze age conflict between the kingdoms of troy and mycenaean
greece straddles the history and mythology of ancient greece and inspired the greatest the
trojan war in greek tradition started as a way for zeus to reduce the ever increasing
population of humanity and more practically as an expedition to reclaim helen wife of menelaus
king of sparta and brother of agamemnon the trojan war was a major conflict between the city
of troy and a number of greek city states including sparta argos corinth arcadia athens and
boeotia in homer s iliad the conflict began after the abduction of helen the face that
launched 1 000 ships by the trojan prince paris one reason the trojan war has struck such a
chord is that besides being an excellent story it has long been suspected to have actually
happened at its heart is the powerful city of troy on the western coast of anatolia modern day
turkey besieged for 10 years by the greeks who sailed across the aegean sea to take revenge
for a grave insult the abduction of a woman this ancient world war features a stellar cast of
characters even the gods are involved the trojan horse tells the story of how odyssues
stratagem helped the greeks finally after a decade long siege enter and destroy troy the
trojan war was the greatest conflict in greek mythology a war that was to influences people in
literature and arts for centuries the war was fought between the greeks and trojans with their
allies upon a phrygian city of troy ilium on asia minor modern turkey trojan war the greatest
conflict in classical mythology the story of the trojan war the trojan war was a great
military adventure of ancient times undertaken by the kings of ancient greece against the city
of troy it lasted for ten years and cost many lives but also produced many heroes a trojan is
malicious software that usually needs to be launched by the user or another malicious program
malicious code typically penetrates the system under the guise of a useful utility or the
story of the trojan war in homer s iliad is considered one of the greatest works that western
civilization has ever produced from achilles and odysseus to paris and helen their names have
trojans are used to spy on victims steal data infect other programs and inflict other harm
trojans are typically sent by scammers or hackers who use social engineering tactics like the
ones used in phishing attacks disrupting the performance of computers or computer networks
unlike computer viruses and worms trojans are not able to self replicate types of trojan
backdoor trojans they are one of the simplest but potentially most dangerous types of trojan
people sometimes refer to trojan viruses or trojan horse viruses but there s no such thing
that s due to one critical difference in how viruses and trojans infect victims while viruses
self replicate spreading from one victim to the next trojans need you to install them
sometimes only referred to as a trojan there s debate about whether this bit of malicious code
is a true virus but the trojan part of the name makes their inspiration clear if misleading
since the greeks concocted the whole horse scheme a trojan horse trojan is a type of malware
that disguises itself as legitimate code or software once inside the network attackers are
able to carry out any action that a legitimate user could perform such as exporting files
modifying data deleting files or otherwise altering the contents of the device trojan viruses
are a type of malware that invade your computer disguised as real operational programs once a
trojan is inside your system it can perform destructive actions before you even know it s
there noun a native or inhabitant of ancient troy a person who is hard working and determined
adjective of or relating to ancient troy or its inhabitants discover more word history and
origins origin of trojan 1 definition of trojan trojan troʊdʒən word forms plural trojans
countable noun a trojan is a computer program that gets access to a computer or system by
appearing to be harmless but is designed to do something damaging computing spammers gain
control of your computer by infecting it with a trojan
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trojan war myth characters significance britannica Apr 19 2024 trojan war legendary conflict
between the early greeks and the people of troy in western anatolia dated by later greek
authors to the 12th or 13th century bce the war stirred the imagination of ancient greeks more
than any other event in their history and was celebrated in the iliad and the odyssey of homer
trojan war wikipedia Mar 18 2024 the trojan war was a legendary conflict in greek mythology
that took place around the 12th or 13th century bce the war was waged by the achaeans against
the city of troy after paris of troy took helen from her husband menelaus king of sparta
trojan war definition summary hero history Feb 17 2024 the story of the trojan war the bronze
age conflict between the kingdoms of troy and mycenaean greece straddles the history and
mythology of ancient greece and inspired the greatest
trojan war world history encyclopedia Jan 16 2024 the trojan war in greek tradition started as
a way for zeus to reduce the ever increasing population of humanity and more practically as an
expedition to reclaim helen wife of menelaus king of sparta and brother of agamemnon
the trojan war ancient history s famed conflict Dec 15 2023 the trojan war was a major
conflict between the city of troy and a number of greek city states including sparta argos
corinth arcadia athens and boeotia in homer s iliad the conflict began after the abduction of
helen the face that launched 1 000 ships by the trojan prince paris
did the trojan war actually happen bbc Nov 14 2023 one reason the trojan war has struck such a
chord is that besides being an excellent story it has long been suspected to have actually
happened
the myth of the trojan war british museum Oct 13 2023 at its heart is the powerful city of
troy on the western coast of anatolia modern day turkey besieged for 10 years by the greeks
who sailed across the aegean sea to take revenge for a grave insult the abduction of a woman
this ancient world war features a stellar cast of characters even the gods are involved
the trojan horse greek mythology Sep 12 2023 the trojan horse tells the story of how odyssues
stratagem helped the greeks finally after a decade long siege enter and destroy troy
the trojan war causes and deaths explained timeless myths Aug 11 2023 the trojan war was the
greatest conflict in greek mythology a war that was to influences people in literature and
arts for centuries the war was fought between the greeks and trojans with their allies upon a
phrygian city of troy ilium on asia minor modern turkey
trojan war the greatest conflict in classical mythology Jul 10 2023 trojan war the greatest
conflict in classical mythology the story of the trojan war the trojan war was a great
military adventure of ancient times undertaken by the kings of ancient greece against the city
of troy it lasted for ten years and cost many lives but also produced many heroes
17 types of trojans and how to defend against them Jun 09 2023 a trojan is malicious software
that usually needs to be launched by the user or another malicious program malicious code
typically penetrates the system under the guise of a useful utility or
the entire story of the trojan war explained best iliad May 08 2023 the story of the trojan
war in homer s iliad is considered one of the greatest works that western civilization has
ever produced from achilles and odysseus to paris and helen their names have
what is a trojan is it virus or malware how it works norton Apr 07 2023 trojans are used to
spy on victims steal data infect other programs and inflict other harm trojans are typically
sent by scammers or hackers who use social engineering tactics like the ones used in phishing
attacks
what is a trojan horse virus types and how to remove it Mar 06 2023 disrupting the performance
of computers or computer networks unlike computer viruses and worms trojans are not able to
self replicate types of trojan backdoor trojans they are one of the simplest but potentially
most dangerous types of trojan
what is a trojan a virus or malware how does it work avast Feb 05 2023 people sometimes refer
to trojan viruses or trojan horse viruses but there s no such thing that s due to one critical
difference in how viruses and trojans infect victims while viruses self replicate spreading
from one victim to the next trojans need you to install them
what is a trojan horse virus and how does it work Jan 04 2023 sometimes only referred to as a
trojan there s debate about whether this bit of malicious code is a true virus but the trojan
part of the name makes their inspiration clear if misleading since the greeks concocted the
whole horse scheme
what is a trojan horse trojan malware explained crowdstrike Dec 03 2022 a trojan horse trojan
is a type of malware that disguises itself as legitimate code or software once inside the
network attackers are able to carry out any action that a legitimate user could perform such
as exporting files modifying data deleting files or otherwise altering the contents of the
device
understanding trojan viruses and how to get rid of them Nov 02 2022 trojan viruses are a type
of malware that invade your computer disguised as real operational programs once a trojan is
inside your system it can perform destructive actions before you even know it s there
trojan definition meaning dictionary com Oct 01 2022 noun a native or inhabitant of ancient
troy a person who is hard working and determined adjective of or relating to ancient troy or
its inhabitants discover more word history and origins origin of trojan 1
trojan definition and meaning collins english dictionary Aug 31 2022 definition of trojan
trojan troʊdʒən word forms plural trojans countable noun a trojan is a computer program that
gets access to a computer or system by appearing to be harmless but is designed to do
something damaging computing spammers gain control of your computer by infecting it with a
trojan
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